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Legiones Imperialis:
Warmaster Heavy Battle
Titan with Plasma
Destructors
Price 133.33 Euro €

Availability Usually in stock

Shipping time from 1 to 10 days

Number 03-26

Producer code 99122699013

EAN 5011921188697

Manufacturer Games Workshop

Product description

Legiones Imperialis: Warmaster Heavy
Battle Titan with Plasma Destructors
This multipart plastic kit builds an epic scale Warmaster Heavy Battle Titan. This massive miniature is armed with a pair of
devastating Suzerain-class plasma destructors and a carapace-mounted revelator missile launcher, making it a true lynchpin
around which to build the rest of your army or battle group.

In addition to its primary weapons, the Warmaster boasts two torso-mounted mauler bolt cannons, lascannon turrets built into
its greaves that can be hidden behind firing ports, and a quartet of either bombard turrets or defence batteries arrayed atop
its hull. Finally, it features your choice of two shoulder-mounted weapons, chosen from an impressive arsenal to suit your
tactical needs.

This kit is packed with detail and offers loads of ways to customise your Titan. You'll find heads with three different faceplates
and two alternate headplates, as well as three pairs of pauldrons – one with sculpted Loyalist designs, one with Traitor
imagery, and one left blank. The kit features joints at various points, allowing you to pose your Titan right down to its tank-
crushing toes. Many of its weapons are also adjustable, meaning you can aim them appropriately.

This model can be used in games of Legions Imperialis, as well as games of Adeptus Titanicus using the included Adeptus
Titanicus Command Terminal.

The set includes:

- 1x Warmaster Heavy Battle Titan
- 4x Anvilus-pattern defence batteries or ardex-defensor bombard turrets
- 2x apocalypse missile arrays
- 2x melta cannons
- 2x inferno guns
- 2x vulcan mega-bolters
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- 2x turbo-laser destructors
- 2x plasma blastguns
- 1x Legions Imperialis 120mm Oval Base
- 1x Adeptus Titanicus Warmaster Titan Transfer Sheet
- 1x Adeptus Titanicus Warmaster Heavy Battle Titan Command Terminal
- 17x Warmaster Titan Weapon Cards

This miniature is supplied unpainted and requires assembly – we recommend using Citadel Plastic Glue and Citadel Colour
paints.
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